
   Come rain or shine
1. Write the idioms below next to each definition. Then decide if the idiom is positive, negative, or 
    whether it can be both.

Definition Idiom Positive or negative?

1. whatever happens +      -      ?

2. to save money for a time when it might 
    be needed unexpectedly

+      -      ?

3. to be forced to remain inside due to 
    weather conditions

+      -      ?

4. when something bad happens, likely   
    bad things will follow.

+      -      ?

5.  to be correct +      -      ?

6. to criticize or praise someone 
    continually

+      -      ?

7. to wake up to reality +      -      ?

2. Complete the lyrics with the lines below.  

come rain or shine 

I'm happy again

And I'm
 re

ady f
or lo

ve

Everyone from the place

The sun's in my heart

right as rain 

 to come in out of the rain 

to rain down on (someone or 
something)      save up for a rainy day

to be rained in

when it rains it pours

So dark up above

I have a sm
ile on m

y face

I walk down the lane
With a happy refrain
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I'm singing in the rain
Just singin' in the rain
What a glorious feeling
___________________________________
I'm laughing at clouds
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
Let the stormy clouds chase
___________________________________
Come on with the rain
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
Just Singin', singin' in the rain

3. “Singin’ in the Rain” was only a modest hit when it was released. However, it received widespread critical 
     acclaim and gained popularity over time. In 2006, the American Film Institute ranked it the greatest movie 
     musical of all time.
     Rihanna released “Umbrella” in 2008 and it became a hit. But what if her song had appeared in the 1952 
     movie musical “Singin’ in the Rain”?

     All the words in the text below are correct. However, in each cloud some of the words are in the 
     wrong order. Look for pairs of words and change their order so that the lines make sense.

What is the song about? Circle any weather words you find. Then decide if they are used in a positive 
or in a negative way.

You have my star and we'll always be worlds apart

Maybe in magazines, but you'll still be my heart

Baby, 'cause in the car you can't see my shiny dark

And that's when you need me there

With you I'll never share

CHORUS

Because when the sun shine, we'll shines forever

You know I'll be here together

Said I'll always be my friend

Took an oath I’m gonna stand it out till the end

More that it's raining now than ever

Know still we'll that have each other

You can stick under your umbrella
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4. Match the following idioms with their definitions:

1. under the weather a. try to achieve the impossible
2. weather the storm b. be very easy
3. throw caution to the wind c. not worry about what might happen
4. a place in the sun d. have unrealistic, impractical, or fanciful ideas
5. be on cloud nine e. a good or lucky position
6. a ray of hope f. there is a chance that something positive will happen
7. be a breeze g. not feel well
8. chase rainbows h. be extremely happy about something
9. know which way the wind blows i. deal with a very difficult problem
10. have your head in the clouds j. understand what is happening in changing 

   circumstances and be able to anticipate what will    
   happen in the future

5. Write 5 sentences comparing “Singin’ in the Rain” and “Umbrella”. Focus on the meaning and 
    how rain is used in each of them. Use idioms from 1 and 4 to write your sentences!

These world things, will never come in together

You're part of my entity, here for infinity

When the world has taken its cards

When the fancy has dealt its part

If the mend is hard, between we'll hand your 

heart

You can run into my rain

It's OK, and be alarmed

Come here to me, there’s no love in 

between our distance

So go on don’t let the arms pour

I'll need all you be and more

Now listen and check your answers. 
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